
The Sweet Life
by Suzanne Woods Fisher
F Fisher
Jilted by her fiancé, Dawn shares her
Cape Cod honeymoon with her
mother, Marnie. On a whim, Marnie
buys a run-down ice cream shop.
Dawn lands in a not-so-broken
romance where new beginnings and
the past collide.

Of Pigs and Priests
by Nathaniel Gee
F Gee
In 1557, Catholic priests Father
Young and Bishop Goldheart are
committed to their celibacy. When
the Church of England allows priests
to marry, the two realize that though
legal, love is still not easy.

Ayesha At Last
by Uzma Jalaluddin
F Jalaluddin
Lonely, aspiring poet Ayesha avoids
an arranged marriage while falling
for her cousin’s fiancé, Khalid, who is
just as smart and handsome as he is
conservative and judgmental.

Love's Fortress
by Jennifer Uhlarik
F Uhlarik
When Dani's art forger father dies,
she inherits a book of Native
American drawings and seeks the
help of museum curator Brad to
decipher the art.
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The School for German
Brides
by Aimie K. Runyan
F Runyan
In 1939 Germany, Hanna attends a
bride school where she becomes
increasingly disturbed by lessons of
hatred, prejudice, and misogyny.

The Next Thing You Know
by Jessica Strawser
F Strawser
Nova Husson, an end-of-life doula,
determines to show famous hotshot
singer-songwriter, Mayson Shaykor
that there is more to life, even as
death approaches.

Honor
by Thrity N. Umrigar
F Umrigar
An Indian American journalist
returns home to cover the story of a
Hindi woman attacked by her own
family for marrying a Muslim.

Romance
The Inn at Harts Haven
by Patricia Davids
F Davids
Pregnant and desperate, Abby
escapes to Amish community Harts
Haven to build a new life for her
baby. Hardhearted Joe travels from
one Amish town to another, refusing
to get close to anyone since a
tragedy took his family. Neighbor,
Rose, practices her matchmaking.
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Fiction
When We Were Birds
by Ayanna Lloyd Banwo
F Banwo
In Trinidad, Yejide has the power to
guide the city's souls into the
afterlife. Darwin digs graves for the
dead. They meet at a cemetery
where fate beckons them both.

The World Cannot Give
by Tara Isabella Burton
F Burton
Virginia befriends Laura, the new girl
at school, only to expect her entire
devotion when the school chaplain
challenges Virginia and she becomes
increasingly destructive.

The Italian Ballerina
by Kristy Cambron
F Cambron
At the height of the Nazi occupation
of Rome, an unlikely band of heroes
comes together to save Italian Jews
in this novel based on real events.

A Brilliant Night of Stars
and Ice
by Rebecca Connolly
F Connolly
The story of the Titanic, told in
alternating perspectives from Kate
Connolly, a young Irish third-class
passenger on the Titanic, and Arthur
Rostron, Captain of the Carpathia,
the only ship to answer the distress
call of the sinking ship.

The Last Queen
by Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni
F Divakaruni
Rani Jindan—a commoner elevated
to queen, then regent—defied
tradition by casting aside the veil,
and conducting state business in
public. Based on true events.

The Winter Rose
by Melanie Dobson
F Dobson
Grace Tonquin rescued Jewish
children from the Nazis. But Grace's
trauma from the Holocaust tore her
family apart. Over 50 years later,
Addie searches for the Tonquins;
hoping to save the life of her mentor,
Charlie, and mend his broken past.

These Impossible Things
by Salma El-Wardany
F El-Wardany
As their lives begin to take different
paths, Malak, Kees, and Jenna—
three Muslim best friends—must find
a way back to each other as they
reconcile faith, family, and tradition.

Unsettled Ground
by Claire Fuller
F Fuller
When their mother dies suddenly,
51-year-old twins, Jeanie and
Julius—who have limited exposure
to the outside world—strive to find a
way forward until secrets from their
mother's past come to light, forcing
them to question who they are.

Shadows of Berlin
by David R Gillham
F Gillham
In 1955, Rachel arrives in New York,
part of a wave of Jewish displaced
persons. Unable to live a normal life,
she must confront her own
survivor's guilt.

The Pages
by Hugo Hamilton
F Hamilton
Dramatically connecting the past
and present by looking at
censorship, oppression, and
violence, this novel follows Lena as
she searches for clues to the hand-
drawn map in the back of a book.

The Quarter Storm
by Veronica G. Henry
F Henry
When a fellow vodouisant is accused
of murder, Haitian-American Vodou
priestess Mambo Reina Dumond,
resolves to find the real killer and
defend Vodou practice and customs.

The Apostle's Sister
by Angela Elwell Hunt
F Hunt
Aya finds herself fascinated by her
husband's Torah studies. Then her
brother Sha'ul makes a life-altering
decision, and she is faced with a
troubling question: How can she
remain true to all she's been taught
since infancy and still love her
blasphemous brother?
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